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ABSTRACT. By introducing a new notion "local density", we show the fol-

lowing result: Let (K, S) be a preordered field, then (K, S) has the weak

Hubert property if and only if (K, S) is locally dense. From this, a theorem

of McKenna in reference [1] and one of Prestel in reference [2] will be easily

proved.

1. Introduction. In reference [1], McKenna introduced the concept of ordered

fields with the weak Hubert property to mean the class of ordered fields for which

Hubert's 17th problem is affirmative. In order to characterize ordered fields with

the weak Hubert property, McKenna has showed the following important result:

PROPOSITION 1. If K is an ordered field with real closure K, then K has the

weak Hubert property if and only if K is dense in K {cf. Theorems 2 and 3 in [1]).

Afterwards, in 1979, Alexander Prestel discussed formally real fields with the

weak Hubert property, and has obtained the following further result [2]:

PROPOSITION 2. If K is a formally real field which has only a finite number of

orderings, then K has the weak Hubert property if and only if K is dense in every

real closure of K.

However, the "only if" part of Proposition 2 will not hold if the hypothesis

"has only a finite number of orderings" is omitted. Indeed, we may show that

the formally real field R(£), where t is transcendental over the field R of real

numbers, has the weak Hilbert property, but it is not dense in any of its real closures

[8]. Thereby, in general, "density" is a stronger concept than "the weak Hilbert

property". The question naturally arises: What is a new notion that is similar

to density and is exactly equivalent to the weak Hilbert property? In this paper,

we introduce a new notion, the so-called local density, and show the equivalence

between this notion and the weak Hilbert property.

For generality, in this paper we study preordered fields, because both ordered

fields and formally real fields are special and extreme examples of preordered fields.

A preordered field is a pair (K, S) where K is a field and S is a subset of K satisfying

-1 i S, S + S C S, S ■ S Ç S, K2 Ç S. In this case we call S a preordering of K.

Hence every preordering of K contains the set Yl K2 °f sums of squares in K.
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An ordering P of K is called an ordering of (K,S), if S Ç P. Let Xk{S)

be the set of orderings of (K,S), then Xk(S) ^ 0. With the so-called Harrison

topology, the topological space Xk(S) is compact, Hausdorff and totally discon-

nected, and its basis for the topology is given by open sets ü(üi,... ,an) = {Pg

XK(S)\ai,...,anGP}.

An ordered field (K*,P*) is said to be an ordered extension of (if, S), if K Ç if*

and S ç P*. A real closed field (K, P) is said to be a real closure of (if, S), if K

is an algebraic extension of K and S Ç P.

Let K(X\,... ,Xm) be the rational function field over K in m variables

Xi,...,Xm and f(Xx,...,Xm)e K{X\,...,Xm). We say f(Xi,...,Xm) is pos-
itive definite on (K,S), if f{X\,... ,Xm) is positive definite on K for every or-

dering of (if, S). f{Xi,..., Xm) is said to be strongly positive definite on (if, 5),

if f(Xi,...,Xm) is positive definite on every real closure of (if,5). And

f{Xi,..., Xm) is said to be totally positive definite on (if, 5), if f(Xx,..., Xm) is

positive definite on every ordered extension of (if, S). Obviously, we have the rela-

tions that totally positive definite => strongly positive definite =>• positive definite.

Using Lang's Homomorphism Theorem or the model-completeness for real closed

fields, it is easy to prove the following

PROPOSITION 3.   If(K,S) is a preordered field and

f{X\,. ■ ■ ,Xm) G K(Xi,... ,Xm),

then the following statements are equivalent:

(1) f(Xi,... ,Xm) is strongly positive definite on (if, 5).

(2) f{X\,... ,Xm) is totally positive definite on (if, S).

(3) f(Xi,... ,Xm) can be represented in the form

n

f(Xi,... ,Xm) = 2__islhi (Xi,... ,Xm)

where s¿ G S, ht(Xx,..., Xm) G if(ATi,.. .,Xm) for i = l,...,n.

Now we generalize the weak Hilbert property to preordered fields. We shall say

that the preordered field (if, S) has the weak Hilbert property, if every positive

definite rational function is also strongly positive definite on (if, 5). By Proposi-

tion 3, for a preordered field (if, S) with the weak Hilbert property we have the

relations that positive definite^strongly positive definite-i^totally positive definite,

and every positive definite rational function can be represented in such form as in

Proposition 3.

Finally, we give the following definitions.

DEFINITION 1. A finite extension if* of if is said to be a finite real extension

of (if, S), if if* is formally real with respect to S; that is, —1 can not be expressed

in the form Y17=i s«^¿ i where st € S, bt G if* for i = 1,..., n.

By Definition 1, a finite real extension of (if, 5) has at least one ordering such

that it contains S.

DEFINITION 2. A preordered field (if, S) is said to be locally dense, if, for every

finite real extension if* of (if, 5), a,ß e if* and a/ft there exists always some

a G if such that a G (a,ß)p- for some ordering P* of if* with P* 2 5, where

(a, ß)p* the open interval with the endpoints a, ß with respect to the ordering P*.

REMARK. By the notation (a,ß)p- we do not mean a <p- ß.
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2. Some lemmas. For the preliminary, in this section we give some lemmas.

Here if is always a formally real field, and A is its algebraic closure. Without loss

of generality, we may suppose that any algebraic extension of if is always contained

in A. Then, for an arbitrary real closure (K, P) of if, every element a in A can

be written as a = a + 6\/—Î, where o, b G K. In this case, we denote Im^-(a) = b,

and we may obtain the absolute value \a\p of a with respect to the ordering P by

defining \a\p = \Ja2 + b2 G P. It is easy to prove that the absolute value | • \p has

the same properties as the usual absolute value of complex numbers.

LEMMA 1. If f(X) is a polynomial of positive degree with coefficients in if, then

there exist e, M G ^ if2 such that for every real closure (K, P) of if, the following

inequalities always hold: £ <p \a\p <p M where a is an arbitrary nonzero root of

f(X) m A.

PROOF. Let f{X) = a„X" +an_iJfn_1 H-hoo, an ¿ 0. Then, for every real

closure (K, P) of if and any root a of f{X) in A,

<p 1 +lp ^p +
p

ao

«ri

2 /       \ 2

<p n+ 1 +

Hence let M = n + I + (a„_i/an)2 + • • • + (ao/an)2. When a / 0, we have

o0(l/a)n + ai(l/a)n_1 + • • • + a„ = 0. Similarly, there exists some S G J2 K2 such

that |l/û|p <p 6. Hence let e = 1/6.

LEMMA 2. If f(X) is a polynomial of positive degree with coefficients in if,

then there exists some £ G J^if2 such that for evey real closure {K,P) of K, the

inequality \ Im^(a)|p >p £ always holds where a is an arbitrary root of f(X) in A,

but not in K.

PROOF. Putting f{U + Vsf^ï) = fi(U,V) + sf^h{U,V), where U, V are
indeterminates over if, /¿(f/, V) G if [U, V] for i = 1,2. We may assert that the two

polynomials f\(U, V) and f2{U, V) have no nonconstant common factor in if [U, V].

Indeed, if d(U, V) is a nonconstant factor of /i(t/, V) and f2{U,V), then

f(U + VV=l) = d(U,V) ■ [qi(U,V) + V^Lq2(U,V)] ,

where q%(U,V) = fl(U,V)/d(U,V), i = 1,2. Let ai,...,am be all the roots of

f{X), then

f(U + VV^Ï) = (U + Vy/=l - Ql) •••([/ + Vsf^l - am).

Thus

d{U, V) = b{U + Vs/^l - alx)•■■(£/ + VV^Ï - alk),

because A[U, V] is a U.F.D. Let K be an arbitrary real closure of if, then A[U, V] —

K[U, V}[s/-L}. Let r be the K[U, V]-automorphism of A[U, V] such that r(^f-i) =

-yf-i. Then

d(U, V) = r(d(U, V)) = r(b)(U - VV^l - T(au))•■•([/- VV^Î - T(alk)).

This contradicts the uniqueness of factorization of d(U, V) in ^4[i/,V]. Hence the

resultant i?y (/i,/2) of /i and fa relative to U is a polynomial of positive degree

in the indeterminate V. By Lemma 1, there exists some e G J^if2such that for

every real closure {K,P) of if, we have the inequality \ß\p >p e, where ß is an
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arbitrary nonzero root of Rv{fi,f2)- Obviously, for every root a of f(X) which is

not in K, Im/f (a) is a nonzero root of Rv{fi, /ï)- Therefore, we have the inequality

| Im^(a)|F >p £. This completes the proof.

LEMMA 3. If f{Xu...,Xm) G K[Xi,...,Xm], au...,am G A, and
/(ai,..., am) / 0, then there exists some 6 G £^ if2 such that for every real closure

(K,P) of K containing ai,... ,am, whenever |o¿ — yi\p <p 6, y¿ G K, i = 1,... ,m,

the following inequality holds:

f{yi,---,ym) 7K-,«m) >p o.

PROOF. For every real closure (K,P) containing ai,...,am, with Taylor ex-

pansion we have the estimate

f{a) ■ f(ä + x) - f(ai,..., om) ■ /(ai + xi,..., am + xm)

=/(a) •(/(*) +  £  A..»(äM1-^
\ «l,..,tm /

= /2(ä)+  £  /(a)-/ú,...,<M(aK1---^
«i,..,tm

>p/2(ö)- £ (i + /2(ö)/^,...,im(ä))KM---fel-
<.,1m

Then, whenever |x»|p <P 1, i = 1,..., m,

/(ä)-/(ä + x)>p/2(ä)-    £    (l + /2(ä)/2,...,Jm(ä))(|x1| + --- + |xm|)

il,■■■Am

Putting

g = /2(ä)//2(ä)+m-    Ç   (l + /2(ö)/2,...,lm(ä)),

*l,..,»m

we have that Q <p 1, and whenever \xi\p <p Q,i — 1,... ,m, f(ä) ■ f(ä + x) >p 0.

By Lemma 1, there exists some 6 G J2^2 sucn *^at \Q\p >p °~- Therefore ó" is

required.

3. Main results. Using the above lemmas, we can show the following

THEOREM 1. If (if, S) is a preordered field, then the following statements are

equivalent:

(1) (if, S) is locally dense.

(2) For every finite real extension if*, a* G if*, e G S, there exists always some

a G if such that\a* — a\ <p- e, where P* is some ordering of if* with P* D S.

(3) For every finite real extension K(0*), £ G S, there exist always some 6 G if

such that \6* - 9\ <p. e, where P* is some ordering of K(6*) with P* 2 S.

(4) For every finite real extension if*, aj,..., a*„ G if*, e G S, there exist always

oi,... ,am G if suc/i that \a* — a¿| <p. e, i = 1,... , m, u;/iere F* is some ordering

ofK* withP* DS.
(5) For every finite real extension if*, a\,... ,am; b\,... , o*„ G if*, and a* ,¿ 6*

/or í = l,...,m, i/iere eiz'si always ci,...,cm G if swc/i í/iaí c¿ G (a*,6*)p>,

¿ = 1,... ,m, where P* is some ordering of if* with P* D S.
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PROOF. (1)=>(2): By local density, there exists some a in if such that

a G (a*—e,a*+e)p-, where P* is some ordering of if* with P* D S. Hence \a* — a\

<p- £.

(2)=K3). Obvious.
(3)=>(4). By the familiar Primitive Element Theorem, if* = if{$*). Then

a* = hi(6*) where hi{X) G if[X], i = l,...,m. Considering the polynomial

4>{X, Y) = ¿™ i (M-*0 - hÁY))2 - £2' by Lemma 3 there exists 6 G £if2 such

that for every real closure {K,P) of if containing 9*, whenever \x — 9*\ <p 6 and

|y - 0*| <p 6, <j){x,y) ■ (¡>(9*,0*) >p 0, i.e. (j>(x,y) <p 0. By (3), there exists some

9 G if such that \9* - 9\ <P. 6 where P* is some ordering of if* with P* D S.

Thereby <j>{0*,6) <P. 0, and

m m

£ (a* - h%{9))2 - £2 = £ W) - ht{9)f -e2 = W,0) <P> 0,
¿=i ¿=i

further we have \a* - hi{9)\ <p- e. Therefore let a¿ = hi(9), i — 1,... ,m.

(4)=>(5). By Lemma 1, there exists £,6^^ such that \(a* — o*)/2| >p e¿ for

every real closure (if, P) of if. Putting e = n^iC^t/1 + £¿)> then e £ E if2 Ç 5.

By (4), there exists c, G if such that |(a* + ö*)/2 — c¿| <p- e, i = 1,'...,m, where

P* is some ordering of if* with P* 3 5. Hence

|(a* + 6*)/2 - c(\ <P. e <P- et <P> \« - Kil%

and Ci G (a*, 6*)p., i = 1,..., m.

(5)=s>(l). Obvious.

To characterize the weak Hilbert property by means of properties of polynomials

in one variable, we give again a name. We will say that a preordered field (if, S)

has the property *, if, for every polynomial f(X) in one variable X which has a root

in a real closure of (if, 5) and every nonzero element z in if, there exists always

some w G if such that f2{w) <q z2 for some ordering Q of (if, S). The property

* is similar to the implication of sentences of Theorem 5 in reference [1], and we

have the following

THEOREM 2. The property * can be expressed by first order sentences in the

language of preordered fields.

PROOF. Our proof follows Prestel's method of axiomatizing the class of prc-

fields [4]. For every natural number n, we consider the general polynomial fn{X) =

tnXn + i„_iXn_1 H-H to, where i0,..., tn are parameters.

Obviously, a preordered field (if, S) has the property * if and only if for every

natural number n we have

(i/n) For t0,...,tn,z G if, if for some P G XK(S) there is x G (if,P) with

fn{x) = 0, and z ^ 0, then there exists some w G if such that —f2(w) + z2 G Q

for some Q G XK (S).

We first show that the clause "for some P G Xjf(S) there is z G {K,P) with

fn(x) = 0" can be expressed in the language of preordered fields. By elimination

of quantifiers for real closed fields we can replace "there is ..." by a quantifier free

formula involving P. If we take this formula in disjunctive normal form, then it

suffices to express in the language of preordered fields some clause of the type

"for some P G XK{S) : e(t) = 0 A gi(t) G P A • • • A qr(t) G P"
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where e,qi,...,qT are polynomials with integral coefficients in the indeterminates

i's. In fact, the clause is equivalent to the formula

(Vs,GS) í-l/£6iS¿)

where the 6¿ 's are 2r distinct elements of the form qx 1 (t) • ■ • a** (t) with kj = 0 or

1.

Similarly, the clause "—f2{w) + z2 G Q for some Q G X/r(S)" can be also

expressed in the language of preordered fields. This completes the proof.

Now, we can show the following main result:

THEOREM 3. If (if, 5) is a preordered field, then the following statements are

equivalent:

(1) (if, S) has the weak Hilbert property.

(2) Every positive definite polynomial in one variable is also strongly positive

definite.
(3) (if, S) has the property *.

(4) (if, S) is locally dense.

PROOF. (1)=>(2). Obvious.

(2)=»(3). Let f(X) G if[X] have a root 9 in some real closure (if, P) of (if, S),

and 0 ^ z G if. Then the polynomial (j>(X) = f2{X) — z2 is not strongly positive

definite, because 4>(9) = —z2 <p 0. By (2), (¡>{X) is not positive definite on (if, S),

i.e. there exists w in if such that for some ordering Q of (if, 5), f2{w) — z2 <q 0.

Hence (if, 5) has the property *.

(3)=»(4). Let K{9*) be a finite real extension of (if, S) and e G S. We will show

that there exists some 9 G if such that \9* — 9\ <p- s, where P* is some ordering

of if (9*) with P* D S. Let f{X) be the minimum polynomial of 9* over if, and

let £i G J2K2 De as in Lemma 2 for the polynomial f{X). Since K{9*) is a real

extension of (if, S), it has an ordering P0 such that Pq D S. If (K(9*),P0) is the

closure of the ordered field (K(9*),P0), then (if(0*),.Po) is also a real closure of

(if,S), and f(X) has the root 9* in K(9*). By the property *, there exists some

9 G if such that for some ordering P of (if, 5), f2{9) <P A2d, where d is the

degree of/(X), and A = e/(l + e) ■ £i/(l + Si). Hence we have \f(9)\ <P Ad.

Let (if, P) be the real closure of the ordered field (if, P), and f{X) is factorized

in the form

f(X) = (X- h) ---{X- 9S) ■ [(X + a,)2 + b2] ■ • • [(X + ät)2 + b2]

where 0¿, äj, bj G K, and b3 ̂  0, i = 1,..., s, j = 1,..., t, d = s + 2t.

Hence, by \f(9)\ <P Ad, we have

\$-91\ ■■■ \e- h\ ■ \{9 + a,)2 +6|| • • • |(0 + ät)2 + b2\ <p Ad.

By Lemma 2, we have

\(9 + ä1)2 + b2\---\(9 + ät)2 + b2\>pb2---b2>pe2---£2 = £2t>pA2t.

Thereby d # 2i; i.e. s ^0. Furthermore \9 - 0{\ ■■ ■ \9 - 9S\ <p As. Therefore, for

some v, 1 < v < s, \9 — 9V\ <p A <p e.
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Let r be the if-injection of K{9*) to if such that t{9*) = 6V. Then we may

define an ordering P* of if(#*) as follows:

for a* G if (6>*),     a*eP*     iff     r(a*) G P.

Obviously, P* D S, and \9* - 9\ <P. g. By Theorem 1, (if, S) is locally dense.

(4)=>(1). It is sufficient to prove that every polynomial f{X\,..., Xm), which

is not strongly positive definite on (if, 5), is not positive definite on (if, S). Since

f(X\,..., Xm) is not strongly positive definite, there exists äi,..., äm in some real

closure (K, P) of (if, S) such that /(äi,..., öm) <p 0. Putting

if* = if(öi,..., öm, \/-/(äi,..., ôm)) ç K,

then if* is a finite real extension of (if,S). For the polynomial f(Xi,...,Xm)

and 8i,..., Sm, there exists 6 G E ^2 satisfying the condition in Lemma 3. Since

(if, S) is locally dense, by Theorem 1, if* has an ordering P* 3 S, and there exist

Oi,..., am G if such that |o¿ — a¿| <p- <5, ¿ = 1,..., m. Then /(äi,..., äm) =

— (\/—f(äi,. ■. ,öm))2 <p- 0. Hence, by Lemma 3, /(ai,...,om) <p* 0; that is,

f{Xi,..., Xm) is not positive definite on (if, S).

To illustrate an application of the above results, we show the following

THEOREM 4. If (if, S) is a preordered field with the weak Hilbert property, and

P G Xf((S) is isolated for Harrison's topology, then the ordered field (if, P) is dense

in its real closure.

PROOF. Let {K,P) be the real closure of the ordered field (if,P). It suffices

to show that for ô G K, £ E. P there exists some a E K such that ¡ä — a\ <p e.

Let äi = ä, Ö2,..., äv be all of the conjugate elements of ä in K over if. Since P

is isolated, there is a basic open set H{b\,... ,bn) such that H(bi,... ,6„) = {P}.

Putting if* = if (öi,... ,äv, \/b~¡,..., \fb~ñ), then K* Q K and if* is a finite real
extension of (if, 5). By Theorem 3, (if, S) is locally dense. Hence, by Theorem 1,

there exist ai,...,av G if such that |a¿ — o¿| <p. (g/1 +e)2 for i = l,...,v, where

P* is some ordering of if* with P* 2 S. Notice that b3 = (y/b~)2 G P* n if for

j = l,...,n. Thereby P*nif G H{bi,...,bn) = {P}, i.e. P*nif = P, and (if*,P*)
is an ordered algebraic extension of the ordered field (if, P). So there is an order-

preserving if-injection r of if* to K, and there is some äfc, 1 < k < v, such that

r(öfc) = ä. By |ôfc-Ofc| <p* (e/l+s)2, we have |r(ofc) -r(ofc)| <F r ((e/l + e)2);

that is, |o — Ofc| <p (g/1 + g)2 <p £. Therefore (if, P) is dense in {K, P).

Finally, by Theorem 4, we easily obtain the following result:

COROLLARY. Suppose that a preordered field (if, S) has only a finite number of

orderings. Then (if, S) has the weak Hilbert property if and only if K is dense in

every real closure of(K,S).

PROOF.  "<=": Obvious.

"=*■". Since Xk{S) is a Hausdorff topological space of finitely many points, every

point of Xk(S) is isolated. By Theorem 4, for every P G Xk(S) the ordered field

(if, P) is dense in its real closure. This completes the proof of the "only if" part.

REMARK. When S is exactly an ordering of if or S = ^2K2, by the above

Corollary, we immediately obtain Proposition 1 or Proposition 2 in the introduction,

respectively.
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